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The dependence qn'£renuency of the photo~idnization
<: . I '. .

cross~section Of indireQL excitons in germanium (at-concentra-. ......". . . , . ,I· . .
.tions corresponding to "iso,lated ll excitons) was ,found to be'

, .
v- I • S • A dependence o~ v-2 • 7 had been'expected, by'comparison

with the hydrogen theory previouSly thought applicable. No
. ,

adequate replacement theory exists. A probable explanation

might lie in the Lucovsky model of impurities i~ semiconduct9rs,

~which predicts the ~orrect frequeRCY dependence,' assuming an

enhanced int~rparticle potential at small separations. This

central cel~ correction'was justified in excitons,because the

dielectric constant of the material Narie.s with the e1ection-

'hole separation. The - 1.5 power was found to decrease slowly, '

as concentration increased.

The main 'observation at concentrations of 2 Xl014 cm- 3

and above 'was a new, strongly absorbing, component of non exci

tonic character in the absorption~pectrumbetween 1 and 2 meV,

peaking at 1.5 meV with a FWHM of ~ I ~eV. The peak 'grew at

the 1.5th power of the exciton peaks, having a fairly sharp

onset between 4 and 5.5°K and a yer~ small temperature depen

dence above that range. This peak was interpreted in terms of

an electron-hole plasma analogous to ordinary electron-hole

fluid, -which appeared inlthe form of drops in the high density
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exciton cloud.
c .

A double peaked phase diagram was constructed,

·in qualitative ,agreement with some theoretical predictions,

~l, and experimental results obtained by workers using the recom-. . .
•

bination luminescence technique, some of whom attribute their
" .

results'to the formation of biexcitons.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
\
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In this work the technique of absorption of far-infra-

red radiation was used to study two aspects of the behaviour

of exci'tons in germanium: the frequency variation of the io-

nization cross-section of the excitons, and the nature of the

excitonic matter at high concentrations.

Existing experimental systems were used to study the

photoionization cros?-section at low to medium concentrations,

, 12 -3
that is, with n ,the number of excitons, betwee~ 10 cm

ex

and 2xl014 cm-3, at t t f b t e f- d t d' empera ures 0 e w en our an en e-

grees Kelvin. This topic has not been extensively studied:

only one reference is available (Buchanan and Timusk 1976). The

results of our experiments suggest ap inadequacy in the stan-

dard exciton theory (the effective mass model), which compares

the exciton to the hydrogen atom.

A new system had to be developed in order to study high

. 14-3
concentrations of exci~ons (2 x lO cm and above), the atta~n-

ment of wh~ch presented much greater experimental difficulties.

The high concentration region is of great interest and

controversy. There is a possib~lity of observing a metal-~nsu-

lator transition between excitons and a conducting electron-hole

1
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. 15 -3
p~asrna, at approximately nex = l.6 x lO cm

2

At around th~s

concentr~t~on the exact structure of the phase diagram re

1~tin9 excitons, electron-hole fluid and plasma is unknown.

These problems have been studied fairlY,extenslvely in the past

using the recombination ~urninescence technique, with different

authors.91ving dif~erent interpretations to ~heir results, for

e~ample Thomas and Rice (1977); and Balslev and Furneaux

(1979) •. tole hoped to gain new insights into the problem by
.

using the far-infrared absorption technique instead. A new com-

ponent in the absorption spectrum/in a region where at lOwer

concentrations and these temperatures little absorption is seen,

was observed. 0'

"

Chapter two presents. an introduction to excitons and

the basic theoretical model used to explain th~ir behaviour in

sp~ctroscopic experiments. The basic experimental system is

also reviewed. Chapter three discusses the photoionization ex-

periments in the lower concentration regime giving experimental

details, theory, results and discussion, and chapter four deals

with the high concentration regime in a similar way. Chapter

flve presents a discussion of the work as a whole, and sugges~

tions for future experlments .
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CHAPTER 2·

INTRODUCTORY THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES

(i) Introduction to Excitons
/..... ,

Semiconductors and insulators are characteriied by the

fact that there exists a forbidden region in the band struc-

ture below which, at absolute zero, the valence band states are

!
'!

I
•,
I
I,

move an electron from a state in the

all filled and above which,
I

smallest energy required to

the conduction bands are empty. The
o

reciprocal space wavevector, k.

valence band" to one in-the conduction band is known as the band

gap energy~ Eg . This gap may b~ direct or indirect, that is

the initial and final states may have the same, or a different

The value of E for germanium,g

the semiconductor used in this. work, is 0.74 eV at OOK and 0.67

eV at 300 o K. In germanium the gap is indirect: the maximum of
..

the valence band occurs at the centre of the Brillouin zone and

the minimum of the conduction band in the <Ill> direction at

the zone boundary. Because of the symmetry of the crystal (ger-

manium ha~ the diamond structure, a face centred cubic latt~ce.

. '1 1 1 •
with a basis of two atoms - at 0 and (4'4'4}) there are eight

0f these po~nts on the Brillouin zone. The valence band max~mum

would be six fold degenerate, were it not for spin orb~t coup-

ling, which 'Separates a two-fold "split-off" band, 0.29 eV 10-

3
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Figure 2....1

Schematic energy band structure of germanium (after G.

Za'rate, 1981).
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5

wer. The remaining fourfold band splits into two tW9fold bands

away from k d: 0" the light and heavy hole bands, so named because

of the band effective masses arising from their curvature. The

constant energy surfaces arisin~ from the band structure vary

in shape from nearly sph~rical for the light holes and less so

for the heavy holes, to extremely elongated ellipsoids for the

electrons in the conduction band.

Optical absorption experiments performed in semiconduc-

tors and insulators show absorption below the gap energy, how

ever, and the absorption edge shows structure instead of a sharp
,

onset. The explanation for this' phenomenon is the formation of

excitons.

When an electron is excited into the conduction band,

a hole is created in the valence band. Being of opposite charge,

they can attract one another and form a bound pair, rather like

a hydrogen atom or positronium. The blnding energy accounts for

the discrepancy between the expected and experimentally observed

onset of absorption.

In a direct gap semiconductor this process takes place

exactly as described but in an indirect gap materiat a phonon

must be absorbed or emitted in the process, because the wave-
,

ve~tor of the final state of the electron is not the same as that

of the initial. The excitons are thus referred to as direct or

indirect. The ,reverse process, in which the electron and hole

recombine can also occur. Since a three body process (electron,

hole and phonon) is more unlikely to occur than a two body one



6

the indirect excitons are more stable than the direct excitons

with respect to decay. The lifetimes of the direct and in-

-7 -5direct excitons in germanium are ~ 10 and ~ 10 seconds,

respectively (Kittel 1976).

Excitons may be mobile within the crystal or fixed, for
~

example bound to an impurity. Excitons in germanium may move

as much as one millimetre within their lifetime (P.okrovskii .

and Svistunova 1971). The movement may be merely the result of

diffusion or in response to a strain gradient, for example.

Excitons can be tightly or loosely bound and are then

known as Frenkel or Mott/Wannier excitons respectively. The

Frenkel exciton is localised on one atom on the solid although

it is pospible to transfer the excitation from one atom to

another, enabling the'exciton to move. This type of exciton

typically occurs in insulators; the binding energy ot the ex

citons is of the order of electron volts (eV). The Mott or

Wannier exciton, by contrast, has a much larger spacing - of

the order of twenty atomic spacings for germanium - \vith a bin-

ding energy of the order of milli-electron volts (meV). The

two pictures are opposite extremes of a range, excitons may

lie anywhere in between.

,A recent review of the theory ~d to describe. the theo-
~

ry of the exciton was given by Altarel1i and Lipari (1976). Th~s

theory is known as the effective mass model, because the electron

is regarded as a particle with the electronic charge and q mass " !




























































































































































